
Player Character Distinguishing characteristics

Lancelot's side

Corwin Sir Lancelot Warrior. Would prefer escaping to fighting, but will not balk at it. Trusts Fortin and 
Heel.

Oscar Sir Bors Warrior. Happy to fight, loves it. Conflicted about hurting his king and queen.

Daniel Hazel Healer. Genetically modified, will die if exposed to 40%+ nitrogen. Old soldier. 
Thinks Lancelot should try kingship.

Isaac Fortin Rogue. Been swayed by Lancelot's tale of love. Will fight for him even if he doesn't 
have to, might even want to stay.

Tim Torpor Mage. Terrified that his old master is the reason for him being here (BBEG's 
assistant). Only wants to hide, but doesn't trust anybody. Thinks it's a test.

Jack Heel Wild Card. Demon who knows that the reason for the teleport is for him to take over 
the world. Loves chaos, here to kill men and impregnate women, but starting to love 
Guinevere.

King Arthur's Side

Om King Arthur Warrior. Fights two-handed. Raging at Lancelot, but unsure about killing him due to 
old friendship. Lying to himself about the adultery.

Brodie Queen 
Guinevere

Healer. Loves Lancelot AND King Arthur. Only wants this to stop. Wary of the 
outsiders. Very emotionally confused and conflicted.

Noah Gimalas Warrior. Super-loyal to Daeron. Part of his guard. Hated Lancelot like Javert hates 
Valjean, or Dredd hates anyone, but doesn't really care about Arthur.

Patrick Harmin Rogue. Playing both sides. Only out for himself. Conflicted about what side to back.

Cooper Silvertongue Mage. Has become incredibly loyal to Arthur. Will stay if given the choice.

Ziyad Daeron Wild Card. One of seven kings in Sardonia. Racist as hell. Wants to get away from the
Bretons (and the humans if he can) and find out how to get back home. Won't leave 
his people behind.

Shared Backstory
This issue has been a long time coming. Sir Lancelot du Lac is in love with Queen Guinevere, and she with him. 

However, she is queen. To have sex with the queen is not just adultery, it is treason of the highest order, for any children 
of the queen may be the king's, and heir to the throne... or maybe not.

The guilt had been eating them both for long periods of time. She finally rejected him and told the king, whom 
Lancelot is intensely loyal to, having been his friend, his man-at-arms, and companion on many, many adventures for 
years. Together they sought and found the Holy Grail. Together, they slew dragons. Together, they founded and sat at the 
round table, all the way to this point – with Lancelot's betrayal becoming known, the round table is shattered.

Lancelot banished himself before the king had a chance to, taking with him eight knights, including his cousin, 
Sir Bors, intending to leave the kingdom. King Arthur, mad with rage that his beloved wife had known another man, and 
believing she had been raped, pursued the man who had been his friend.

Along the way, some other worldly beings appeared. Some with King Arthur, some with Lancelot. Some of these 
look like humans. Some have... pointed differences. Most of you do not know why they were suddenly transported here, 
or if they will ever return to their own world.

The former allies are encamped. The horses are weary and must rest for at least a day. The camps are not close to 
each other, but not so far apart that the distance cannot be crossed. Tonight, all the outsiders, King Arthur, Guinever, 
Lancelot, and Sir Bors are all in the woods between the camps – maybe to scout. Maybe to meet and sort this out without 
bloodshed. Maybe to cause that bloodshed.

Poison needle
You have been stabbed by a poison needle. But you

don't know it. You will lose three health points in one
minute. Does not affect armour points.

Poison needle
You have been stabbed by a poison needle. But you

don't know it. You will love three health points in one
minute. Does not affect armour points.



King Arthur - Om

Shared Backstory
This issue has been a long time coming. Sir Lancelot du Lac is in love with Queen Guinevere, and she 

with him. However, she is queen. To have sex with the queen is not just adultery, it is treason of the highest 
order, for any children of the queen may be the king's, and heir to the throne... or maybe not.

The guilt had been eating them both for long periods of time. She finally rejected him and told the king, 
whom Lancelot is intensely loyal to, having been his friend, his man-at-arms, and companion on many, many 
adventures for years. Together they sought and found the Holy Grail. Together, they slew dragons. Together, 
they founded and sat at the round table, all the way to this point – with Lancelot's betrayal becoming known, 
the round table is shattered.

Lancelot banished himself before the king had a chance to, taking with him eight knights, including his 
cousin, Sir Bors, intending to leave the kingdom. King Arthur, mad with rage that his beloved wife had known 
another man, and believing she had been raped, pursued the man who had been his friend.

Along the way, some other worldly beings appeared. Some with King Arthur, some with Lancelot. Some
of these look like humans. Some have... pointed differences. Most of you do not know why they were suddenly 
transported here, or if they will ever return to their own world.

The former allies are encamped. The horses are weary and must rest for at least a day. The camps are not
close to each other, but not so far apart that the distance cannot be crossed. Tonight, all the outsiders, King 
Arthur, Guinever, Lancelot, and Sir Bors are all in the woods between the camps – maybe to scout. Maybe to 
meet and sort this out without bloodshed. Maybe to cause that bloodshed.

Personal backstory
You are king of the Britons, and the most charismatic man. Ever. As King, you may rally your allies. 

You believe that your wife has been raped by Lancelot, and take this as the greatest personal betrayal there 
could possibly be, since Lancelot has been your man at arms, and your friend, for almost as long as you can 
remember. However, this is not true.

Deep in your heart, you know that there is a greater personal betrayal – that there was no rape, and that 
the wife you love and love dearly, the wife who loves you and loves you dearly... that she chose to adulterate 
treasonously with Lancelot. Your wife and her maids have told you as much, but you choose to believe that this 
is not true. Surely, she is lying so as to save Lancelot from the death he deserves. Your wife is not fond of 
killing.

You are uneasy about killing Lancelot. He deserves it. But he has still been your friend and closest ally 
for decades. This breaking apart is almost more than you can stand. You care little for Bors, though he was also 
of the round table.

Though you do not understand the outsiders, you welcome their presence, and speak to them and treat 
them as if they were your subjects of old. Silvertongue in particular seems to have taken well to this treatment, 
and has professed his loyalty to you often. The same is easily true of Harmin, who is a spy for you against 
Lancelot. He has let you know Lancelot will be in these woods tonight.

Qualities
• You hold your sword in both hands to add more strength to your blows. Every blow that lands is worth 

two points. Shout “two” so they know.
• You are immensely strong, but still only a man with a sword, even if that sword is Excalibur. At times, 

(5/game) you may muster your strength and hit hard enough that you might cleave a man in twain 
(shout “four” for four damage when you hit)

• As you are wearing full plate armour, to hurt you, your enemies must first destroy it. Therefore, you 
have five armour points on top of your three health points.

• You are King of the Britons. Your reign is the reason for this strife. If you die, it ends. Therefore, you 
are a target. Be careful.

Powers
• You shout “To arms, my men, to arms!” and all your allies gain +1 damage for 10 seconds. 5/game.
• You shout “Hold fast, my men, hold fast!” and all your allies gain +1 damage reduction for 10 seconds 

(invulnerable to most blows). 5/game.



Queen Guinevere - Brodie

Shared Backstory
This issue has been a long time coming. Sir Lancelot du Lac is in love with Queen Guinevere, and she 

with him. However, she is queen. To have sex with the queen is not just adultery, it is treason of the highest 
order, for any children of the queen may be the king's, and heir to the throne... or maybe not.

The guilt had been eating them both for long periods of time. She finally rejected him and told the king, 
whom Lancelot is intensely loyal to, having been his friend, his man-at-arms, and companion on many, many 
adventures for years. Together they sought and found the Holy Grail. Together, they slew dragons. Together, 
they founded and sat at the round table, all the way to this point – with Lancelot's betrayal becoming known, 
the round table is shattered.

Lancelot banished himself before the king had a chance to, taking with him eight knights, including his 
cousin, Sir Bors, intending to leave the kingdom. King Arthur, mad with rage that his beloved wife had known 
another man, and believing she had been raped, pursued the man who had been his friend.

Along the way, some other worldly beings appeared. Some with King Arthur, some with Lancelot. Some
of these look like humans. Some have... pointed differences. Most of you do not know why they were suddenly 
transported here, or if they will ever return to their own world.

The former allies are encamped. The horses are weary and must rest for at least a day. The camps are not
close to each other, but not so far apart that the distance cannot be crossed. Tonight, all the outsiders, King 
Arthur, Guinever, Lancelot, and Sir Bors are all in the woods between the camps – maybe to scout. Maybe to 
meet and sort this out without bloodshed. Maybe to cause that bloodshed.

Personal backstory
You do love Lancelot. You also love King Arthur. It's very confusing. You would be torn apart if either 

of them died. That said, you don't really feel like seeing anybody die.
You know you comitted adultery and treason. You're disgusted with yourself for this reason. You did it 

for love though, surely that alleviates it? And then you sent your husband after your lover. You did that for love 
too, and loyalty. You're disgusted at yourself for that too. God, it's confusing. You're extremely emotionally 
fragile. Frankly, the best option for you is calling this whole thing off, letting Lancelot and the knights escape, 
and going home.

Into this emotional state, you get the outsiders. You know you might be reacting just because you don't 
understand them... but you don't trust them. They speak English, but none of them even look English. They 
might be French. Some of them don't even look human, though! You don't trust them. Especially not that 
Harmin... always in Arthur's ear. Who knows what poison he's dropping in there?

Later, you will become a nun as the only way to calm yourself. But for now, you will do what you can to
stop the pain. You just want it all to end.

Tonight, you do believe that you will see Lancelot in the woods. Perhaps you can talk him into leaving. 
Quietly. Leave the horses and sneak – it'd be easy to lose him in the dark, and Arthur would give up after a 
week or two. Maybe three.

Qualities
• You are gentle. You'd prefer it if everyone were gentle, but you're unlikely to get that wish. Until then, 

you'll show them the better way.
• You don't want to be involved in any fights, but Arthur insisted that if you were coming out into the 

night, you'd be protected, and there is a leather jerkin beneath your dress. You have two armour points 
and three health points.

• You are also carrying a dagger. You have been trained in its use, but hope you don't have to use it.

Powers
• You once trained as a nurse, and can dress wounds. By moving your hands along somebody's arm for 

five seconds, while chanting “Lord above, bless this wound”, you may heal one health point. You cannot
heal armour points.

• You have emotional power over Lancelot and King Arthur. You may cause either of them to take no 
aggressive actions for five minutes, once per game, by whispering to them.



Harmin - Patrick

Shared Backstory
This issue has been a long time coming. Sir Lancelot du Lac is in love with Queen Guinevere, and she with 

him. However, she is queen. To have sex with the queen is not just adultery, it is treason of the highest order, for any 
children of the queen may be the king's, and heir to the throne... or maybe not.

The guilt had been eating them both for long periods of time. She finally rejected him and told the king, 
whom Lancelot is intensely loyal to, having been his friend, his man-at-arms, and companion on many, many 
adventures for years. Together they sought and found the Holy Grail. Together, they slew dragons. Together, they 
founded and sat at the round table, all the way to this point – with Lancelot's betrayal becoming known, the round 
table is shattered.

Lancelot banished himself before the king had a chance to, taking with him eight knights, including his 
cousin, Sir Bors, intending to leave the kingdom. King Arthur, mad with rage that his beloved wife had known 
another man, and believing she had been raped, pursued the man who had been his friend.

Along the way, some other worldly beings appeared. Some with King Arthur, some with Lancelot. Some of 
these look like humans. Some have... pointed differences. Most of you do not know why they were suddenly 
transported here, or if they will ever return to their own world.

The former allies are encamped. The horses are weary and must rest for at least a day. The camps are not 
close to each other, but not so far apart that the distance cannot be crossed. Tonight, all the outsiders, King Arthur, 
Guinever, Lancelot, and Sir Bors are all in the woods between the camps – maybe to scout. Maybe to meet and sort 
this out without bloodshed. Maybe to cause that bloodshed.

Personal backstory
You were once a spy for the Human Supremacy Forces of Sardonia, operating out of a tiny town known as 

Fall's Pass. You don't know why you're here, in this “England”, but here you are. And you're determined to make the 
best of it. Who knows if you'll ever see Fall's Pass again? Who cares? It's not here. It's not now.

You don't know any of the other “Outsiders” as these Britons are calling the Sardonics who appeared with 
you. Well, other than Daeron, everybody at least knows of Daeron, he's one of the seven kings. You've never met 
him before this anyway, and it's great to see him brought down to your level. That Silvertongue is an idiot though. 
Always sucking up to Arthur. Maybe he's right to – maybe Arthur really will rule this place for a thousand years, 
then rise from the grave to save England. But maybe not. That's why you're playing both sides.
Lancelot trusts you. King Arthur trusts you. You'd choose Lancelot over King Arthur – just for his ballsiness, 
sleeping with the Queen! - but you'll go with the winning side. It's what you always did in Sardonia, and here you 
are. Not dead.

You probably know more about this landscape than anybody else. You can tell where almost anybody is. 
You're the only one who knows that there's a spring in the north-west corner of this area, and its waters are so pure 
that  you'll be healthier just from drinking it (+1hp, 1/game). You might share that knowledge... but you might not. 
There is also a bramble bush to the southeast which will prick you... or anyone else.

You need to find out what side is going to win, and join them. The more people left on your side at the end of
the day, the better, and you know you can help those numbers... so maybe choosing sooner will be a good idea. But 
if you choose wrong and you've weakened what might have been the winning side...

Well. Choose wisely.

Qualities
• You are elvenkind. As such, you are just straight up harder to kill. You find this useful, because humans all 

die in three hits, so sometimes you pretend to do so, and they leave you alone. You actually have five health 
points.

• You are just so quiet. Nobody can hear you move.
• You carry a sword. 
• Until you choose a side to ally with for good, no rallying cries have any effect on you.

Powers
• Stealth movement. This is almost teleportation, since you're so sneaky you can walk right past someone 

without them noticing – it's almost like you disappear here and reappear there, but you have to take the time 
to get there. 5/game you can go out of character (disappear) and reappear anywhere you like, so long as it's 
no more than ten seconds. You may not attack while out of character.

• Stealth attack. You sometimes use a slow-acting poison, but you have limited stock of needles. 2/game you 
can go up to somebody and hand them a poison needle. They lose health in one minute.



Gimalas - Noah

Shared Backstory
This issue has been a long time coming. Sir Lancelot du Lac is in love with Queen Guinevere, and she 

with him. However, she is queen. To have sex with the queen is not just adultery, it is treason of the highest 
order, for any children of the queen may be the king's, and heir to the throne... or maybe not.

The guilt had been eating them both for long periods of time. She finally rejected him and told the king, 
whom Lancelot is intensely loyal to, having been his friend, his man-at-arms, and companion on many, many 
adventures for years. Together they sought and found the Holy Grail. Together, they slew dragons. Together, 
they founded and sat at the round table, all the way to this point – with Lancelot's betrayal becoming known, 
the round table is shattered.

Lancelot banished himself before the king had a chance to, taking with him eight knights, including his 
cousin, Sir Bors, intending to leave the kingdom. King Arthur, mad with rage that his beloved wife had known 
another man, and believing she had been raped, pursued the man who had been his friend.

Along the way, some other worldly beings appeared. Some with King Arthur, some with Lancelot. Some
of these look like humans. Some have... pointed differences. Most of you do not know why they were suddenly 
transported here, or if they will ever return to their own world.

The former allies are encamped. The horses are weary and must rest for at least a day. The camps are not
close to each other, but not so far apart that the distance cannot be crossed. Tonight, all the outsiders, King 
Arthur, Guinever, Lancelot, and Sir Bors are all in the woods between the camps – maybe to scout. Maybe to 
meet and sort this out without bloodshed. Maybe to cause that bloodshed.

Personal backstory
You are twenty-eight years old. That is how long your new life has been, ever since you were pledged to

your king, Daeron, as a boy of eight winters. On that day, you swore faithfully to serve him in any way, and that
loyalty has never wavered. To you, Daeron is more than a god. You will suffer no harm to Daeron. You will 
suffer no insult, or even feigned insult. He is truly your world. Your blood will spill before his.

As part of your duty to the king, you hunt out and punish breakers of the law. You relish this task. Any 
man ready to break the law is a man ready to die. Thus, when you heard of Lancelot's transgressions, from the 
mouth of this world's king, you hated him with a passion that will not end until he pays for his crimes. You care 
little for this world's king, but he has broken no laws, and has made Daeron comfortable, and so you have no 
quarrel with him.

There seems to be little here that could hurt your king, but you are still wary. You are the only guard 
around the king, where he should have twenty.

One final point – on your armour, there are wings. They are not large, or they would hinder your 
movement, but they extend about a foot above each shoulder. This is to show you guard Daeron – the only one 
of the seven kings who once flew.

Qualities
• You are elven, and you wear strong armour. This is five health points, and five armour points. Very 

difficult to kill.
• You carry one sword, and have one hand free. This is to push the king behind you if the need arises.

Powers
• Other than your armour and weapons, you have one last effort you may make. You bear a ring which 

may take all the life left before your natural death. Upon clasping your sword in both hands above your 
head, and shouting “I DIE FOR MY KING!” you regain all health points you have lost, and every strike
you make causes two damage for an entire minute. At the end of this minute, you die, leaving Daeron 
defenseless.



Silvertongue - Cooper

Shared Backstory
This issue has been a long time coming. Sir Lancelot du Lac is in love with Queen Guinevere, and she 

with him. However, she is queen. To have sex with the queen is not just adultery, it is treason of the highest 
order, for any children of the queen may be the king's, and heir to the throne... or maybe not.

The guilt had been eating them both for long periods of time. She finally rejected him and told the king, 
whom Lancelot is intensely loyal to, having been his friend, his man-at-arms, and companion on many, many 
adventures for years. Together they sought and found the Holy Grail. Together, they slew dragons. Together, 
they founded and sat at the round table, all the way to this point – with Lancelot's betrayal becoming known, 
the round table is shattered.

Lancelot banished himself before the king had a chance to, taking with him eight knights, including his 
cousin, Sir Bors, intending to leave the kingdom. King Arthur, mad with rage that his beloved wife had known 
another man, and believing she had been raped, pursued the man who had been his friend.

Along the way, some other worldly beings appeared. Some with King Arthur, some with Lancelot. Some
of these look like humans. Some have... pointed differences. Most of you do not know why they were suddenly 
transported here, or if they will ever return to their own world.

The former allies are encamped. The horses are weary and must rest for at least a day. The camps are not
close to each other, but not so far apart that the distance cannot be crossed. Tonight, all the outsiders, King 
Arthur, Guinever, Lancelot, and Sir Bors are all in the woods between the camps – maybe to scout. Maybe to 
meet and sort this out without bloodshed. Maybe to cause that bloodshed.

Personal backstory
You were never amazing when you lived in Sardonia. You'd been a hedge-mage, a few leagues north of 

Hub. Nowhere near the Weird Wilderness of course... you'd never manage to survive in there. There was always
another mage, better at anything you tried to do. But here... here in England, there were only two. Only two 
mages in the entire country, probably the entire world. And the other one is Torpor! Poor dude. But you're better
than him!

Not only that, but finally... finally you have a reason to use your spells. You'd lanced a few boils, you'd 
grown a few crops, once you'd scared off a cheetah-griffin that got close to Rimast, the nearby village, but that 
had always been for money. Never loyalty. I mean, of course, you're loyal to Daeron. He's one of the seven 
kings. Second only in your heart to Raebon, the king of your section, absolutely. But you've met King Arthur 
now. He's kind of great. He speaks and you listen, because he's actually worth listening to for once. The kind of 
king you could really follow.

It doesn't matter why you've been brought to Sardonia. You don't care. You're not going back. You're 
going to stay here and serve King Arthur. And it's not for money, although he probably will reward you. It's 
because he's the kind of leader who you can follow. The kind of king who will reward you even when you don't 
want rewarding. He's your king.

Forget Daeron.

Qualities
• Even your lineage was boring. You were a Sardonic human. There, common as muck. Here, again, rarer 

than anything. You have three health points, and do not wear armour – it affects your casting.
• If you do wear armour, you begin to get a headache that gets gradually worse. Your spells will only 

work half the time, and only work half as well.
• You carry a sword, and channel your magics through it. One spell requires it, or a staff blessed by a 

priest.

Powers
• Instant death. Requires channeling agent (sword or blessed staff). You point your sword or staff at 

anybody, shriek “Avada kedavra” and they will die. You will lose two health points, and your sword or 
blessed staff will become unusable. Once per game.

• Fire finger. One damage. Requires minor hand movement. Point (hand or sword) at your victim, make 
the hand movement, shout “one damage”. Once every fifteen seconds.

• Flame hand. Two damage. Requires major hand movement. Point (hand or sword) at your victim, make 
the hand movement, shout “two damage”. Once every two minutes.



Daeron – Ziyad

Shared Backstory
This issue has been a long time coming. Sir Lancelot du Lac is in love with Queen Guinevere, and she with him. 

However, she is queen. To have sex with the queen is not just adultery, it is treason of the highest order, for any children 
of the queen may be the king's, and heir to the throne... or maybe not.

The guilt had been eating them both for long periods of time. She finally rejected him and told the king, whom 
Lancelot is intensely loyal to, having been his friend, his man-at-arms, and companion on many, many adventures for 
years. Together they sought and found the Holy Grail. Together, they slew dragons. Together, they founded and sat at the 
round table, all the way to this point – with Lancelot's betrayal becoming known, the round table is shattered.

Lancelot banished himself before the king had a chance to, taking with him eight knights, including his cousin, 
Sir Bors, intending to leave the kingdom. King Arthur, mad with rage that his beloved wife had known another man, and 
believing she had been raped, pursued the man who had been his friend.

Along the way, some other worldly beings appeared. Some with King Arthur, some with Lancelot. Some of these 
look like humans. Some have... pointed differences. Most of you do not know why they were suddenly transported here, 
or if they will ever return to their own world.

The former allies are encamped. The horses are weary and must rest for at least a day. The camps are not close to 
each other, but not so far apart that the distance cannot be crossed. Tonight, all the outsiders, King Arthur, Guinever, 
Lancelot, and Sir Bors are all in the woods between the camps – maybe to scout. Maybe to meet and sort this out without 
bloodshed. Maybe to cause that bloodshed.

Personal backstory
You are one of seven kings of Sardonia. Although none but the seven kings even realise there is a leader, for this 

decade, you are the first among the seven. You have held your throne for the last two hundred and eighty years. Therefore 
to be pulled away from your kingdom, your very kingship in this manner is the greatest insult you can imagine. Worse 
than death. This is also the fate of whomever caused your transportation. You are sure it is a political maneuver.

As one of the rulers of Sardonia, you are meant to represent all its peoples. However, there have been murmurs 
that you represent some better than others. You believe that this is fair, as you are shaped more like some than others. And
elves are better than humans anyway. Humans are better than orcs, orcs are better than giants, and gnomes and halflings 
are barely worth noticing. Don't start on the half-breeds.

Gimalas is your man to the death, and you know that. You've had many of those, and seen many of their deaths. 
He may be better than many, and even older than most of your guard ever get, but over your five centuries of life, he's 
hardly special.

He is worried about your safety, and you know that too. He thinks he is all that stands between you and certain 
death. He shouldn't. You can handle yourself. But you'd rather not have to prove that. A king who fights might be a king 
who dies heroically, and you're not that sort of king.

You can no longer even fly. Your wings are still there, and you hold them proudly above your shoulders, the only 
king that ever flew. They are one foot above your shoulders while furled. Extended, they are six feet to either side, and 
you must keep your arms outstretched.

You want to get away. You do not like England. You want to leave the Bretons behind and find out how to return 
to Sardonia. If you can leave the humans and the mutants behind you as well... so much the better. But you will not leave 
the elves. Imagine the triumphant cheers as the king brought his subjects home.

Qualities
• You are high elven. Your wings are your proof. You may be the last high elf, you do not know. But with your 

blood comes a certain toughness. You have six health points, the most of any race. You also wear medium armour,
hidden in your clothing, for an extra three armour points.

• You carry a staff. It is regal, but also efficient. Fight with it as you would a sword.
• You must discard your armour before casting spells.

Powers
• You may compel Gimalas' suicidal rage, along with any of his other actions. Don't forget to appear gracious 

though.
• Instant death. Requires channeling agent (sword or blessed staff). You point your sword or staff at anybody, 

shriek “Avada kedavra” and they will die. You will lose half your health points (rounded up), and your sword or 
blessed staff will become unusable. Once per game. This will cause any allies to see you as hardly worth being 
called “regal”

• Fire finger. One damage. Requires minor hand movement. Point (hand or sword) at your victim, make the hand 
movement, shout “one damage”. Once every fifteen seconds.



Sir Lancelot du Lac - Corwin

Shared Backstory
This issue has been a long time coming. Sir Lancelot du Lac is in love with Queen Guinevere, and she 

with him. However, she is queen. To have sex with the queen is not just adultery, it is treason of the highest 
order, for any children of the queen may be the king's, and heir to the throne... or maybe not.

The guilt had been eating them both for long periods of time. She finally rejected him and told the king, 
whom Lancelot is intensely loyal to, having been his friend, his man-at-arms, and companion on many, many 
adventures for years. Together they sought and found the Holy Grail. Together, they slew dragons. Together, 
they founded and sat at the round table, all the way to this point – with Lancelot's betrayal becoming known, 
the round table is shattered.

Lancelot banished himself before the king had a chance to, taking with him eight knights, including his 
cousin, Sir Bors, intending to leave the kingdom. King Arthur, mad with rage that his beloved wife had known 
another man, and believing she had been raped, pursued the man who had been his friend.

Along the way, some other worldly beings appeared. Some with King Arthur, some with Lancelot. Some
of these look like humans. Some have... pointed differences. Most of you do not know why they were suddenly 
transported here, or if they will ever return to their own world.

The former allies are encamped. The horses are weary and must rest for at least a day. The camps are not
close to each other, but not so far apart that the distance cannot be crossed. Tonight, all the outsiders, King 
Arthur, Guinever, Lancelot, and Sir Bors are all in the woods between the camps – maybe to scout. Maybe to 
meet and sort this out without bloodshed. Maybe to cause that bloodshed.

Personal backstory
You truly love Guinevere as a woman. But you also love Arthur, as your king and as your friend. You 

are loyal to them both, and your actions have torn you apart on the inside. You truly believe that leaving with 
honesty is the best thing you could do at this point. But if there could be a peaceful resolution with them...

You do not want to hurt either of them. You wish you could leave peacefully. But you believe in the rite 
of trial by combat, and you will fight if you must, even to the point of killing the king.

You have been a soldier in every kind of war, and you know about double agents. Even though Harmin 
seems trustworthy, you are unsure. However, you are certain of what your own spy, Fortin tells you, and 
beginning to find Heel's words wise. These otherworldly beings are none of your concern – you have fought 
with all types. Were you not there when the lady of the lake gave Excalibur to your king? Given time, you may 
even help them return to this “Sardonia”. Perhaps you might escape there yourself.

Qualities
• You are immensely strong, but still only a man with a sword. At times, (5/game) you may muster your 

strength and hit hard enough that you might cleave a man in twain (shout “two” for two damage when 
you hit)

• As you are wearing full plate armour, to hurt you, your enemies must first destroy it. Therefore, you 
have five armour points on top of your three health points.

• You are the traitor. Your flight and self-banishment is the reason for this strife. If you die, it ends. 
Therefore, you are a target. Be careful.

Powers
• You shout “To arms, my men, to arms!” and all your allies gain +1 damage for 10 seconds. 5/game.
• You shout “Hold fast, my men, hold fast!” and all your allies gain +1 damage reduction for 10 seconds 

(invulnerable to most blows). 5/game.



Sir Bors – Oscar

Shared Backstory
This issue has been a long time coming. Sir Lancelot du Lac is in love with Queen Guinevere, and she 

with him. However, she is queen. To have sex with the queen is not just adultery, it is treason of the highest 
order, for any children of the queen may be the king's, and heir to the throne... or maybe not.

The guilt had been eating them both for long periods of time. She finally rejected him and told the king, 
whom Lancelot is intensely loyal to, having been his friend, his man-at-arms, and companion on many, many 
adventures for years. Together they sought and found the Holy Grail. Together, they slew dragons. Together, 
they founded and sat at the round table, all the way to this point – with Lancelot's betrayal becoming known, 
the round table is shattered.

Lancelot banished himself before the king had a chance to, taking with him eight knights, including his 
cousin, Sir Bors, intending to leave the kingdom. King Arthur, mad with rage that his beloved wife had known 
another man, and believing she had been raped, pursued the man who had been his friend.

Along the way, some other worldly beings appeared. Some with King Arthur, some with Lancelot. Some
of these look like humans. Some have... pointed differences. Most of you do not know why they were suddenly 
transported here, or if they will ever return to their own world.

The former allies are encamped. The horses are weary and must rest for at least a day. The camps are not
close to each other, but not so far apart that the distance cannot be crossed. Tonight, all the outsiders, King 
Arthur, Guinever, Lancelot, and Sir Bors are all in the woods between the camps – maybe to scout. Maybe to 
meet and sort this out without bloodshed. Maybe to cause that bloodshed.

Personal backstory
You have been a knight of the round table, and loyal to King Arthur for most of your life. But before 

you were a knight, you were your cousin, Sir Lancelot's page. He has been a knight at your side as long as you 
have been a knight, and he has led you into and out of more dangers than you can remember. You will follow 
him anywhere – even away from your King. Or even towards your King. You believe, in fact, that Lancelot 
would be a better king than Arthur.

That being true – you have a certain unwillingness to attack your own King. And you have almost no 
desire to attack your Queen. You do love to fight. You were born to fight. Fighting is in your bones and in your 
blood. But you'd rather fight somebody else. If it comes to a fight... let it come to a fight, please... you'll leave 
the King to Lancelot.

You are uncertain about your new allies, but even less certain about those in Arthur's camp. They are 
strange and you do not trust them a whit. Not only that, but they have no ethics.

The only one you feel kinship with is Torpor. And that may not be kinship. That may be pity. Hazel 
shares your view that Lancelot should be king, but you cannot bring yourself to like a man who never shows his
face.

Qualities
• You are immensely strong, but still only a man with a sword. At times, (5/game) you may muster your 

strength and hit hard enough that you might cleave a man in twain (shout “two” for two damage when 
you hit)

• As you are wearing full plate armour, to hurt you, your enemies must first destroy it. Therefore, you 
have five armour points on top of your three health points.

Powers
• At Lancelot's word, or even before it, should you feel strongly enough, you may become filled with 

rage. Every blow you land will be twice as powerful, and all your lost health points will be restored. 
This will last thirty seconds, and after it is done, you may only defend yourself, and not attack, for one 
minute. 2/game.



Hazel – Daniel

Shared Backstory
This issue has been a long time coming. Sir Lancelot du Lac is in love with Queen Guinevere, and she with 

him. However, she is queen. To have sex with the queen is not just adultery, it is treason of the highest order, for any 
children of the queen may be the king's, and heir to the throne... or maybe not.

The guilt had been eating them both for long periods of time. She finally rejected him and told the king, 
whom Lancelot is intensely loyal to, having been his friend, his man-at-arms, and companion on many, many 
adventures for years. Together they sought and found the Holy Grail. Together, they slew dragons. Together, they 
founded and sat at the round table, all the way to this point – with Lancelot's betrayal becoming known, the round 
table is shattered.

Lancelot banished himself before the king had a chance to, taking with him eight knights, including his 
cousin, Sir Bors, intending to leave the kingdom. King Arthur, mad with rage that his beloved wife had known 
another man, and believing she had been raped, pursued the man who had been his friend.

Along the way, some other worldly beings appeared. Some with King Arthur, some with Lancelot. Some of 
these look like humans. Some have... pointed differences. Most of you do not know why they were suddenly 
transported here, or if they will ever return to their own world.

The former allies are encamped. The horses are weary and must rest for at least a day. The camps are not 
close to each other, but not so far apart that the distance cannot be crossed. Tonight, all the outsiders, King Arthur, 
Guinever, Lancelot, and Sir Bors are all in the woods between the camps – maybe to scout. Maybe to meet and sort 
this out without bloodshed. Maybe to cause that bloodshed.

Personal backstory
War. War never changes. It doesn't matter that you've fought alongside a hundred thousand orcs and half-orcs

against Hub, or alongside Hub against a hundred thousand orcs. It doesn't matter that you're now in a conflict of a 
few dozen men in tin suits. It doesn't matter that you've seen skies scorched permanently red by the magics used to 
win a battle. War is always the same. Always men trying to take what other men have.

You are an orc. That does not change. Same as war, and that comparison has been made before. But men 
change. You changed. You've been on the front line of a thousand battles, and they have made you hard. But now 
you leave that behind. Now you heal those who hold your place in the line.

You've been changed. Not just in your mind, but by those who tried to find out why. When an orc showed up
and volunteered to learn healing prayers, the clerics of Pelor sent you to the surgeons, and they cut you open. Tried 
to see how you were different. You weren't then, but you are now – that's why you wear the mask. They changed you
so nitrogen will kill you. Sometimes that's an issue. Sometimes it's not. It is here, so you're wearing the mask. The 
clerics seemed more willing to accept you with a mask, actually. What a surprise...

You hold no truck with any man who tries to put himself above others without deserving it, truly deserving 
it. That's why you never cared about Daeron. This Lancelot though – here is a man of integrity. Greater, certainly, 
than his pursuer. Why should a king lead a charge through woods, to kill an old friend? This Lancelot is worth more 
than that Arthur.

You wouldn't mind seeing Lancelot on the throne. You can push that. Subtly, and slowly. But mostly you 
want to help people.

Pelor is still there, and your prayers to him still work.

Qualities
• As an orc, your skin is tough, your flesh is tough, you're built tough. On top of that, you have decades of 

muscles, scars, the fighting toughened you further. You have six health points.
• You never remove your mask. Therefore nobody knows you are an orc.
• You prefer not to fight, but you prefer not to die. Defend until you have no choice.

Powers
• Your powers are your prayers. You are devout. Through your devotion, you may bless any object and give it 

Pelor's guidance.
• Heal. Requires minor hand movement. Make the hand movement, place your hand on your patient, and say 

“heal”. Heals one health point. Once every ten seconds.
• Major heal. Requires major hand movement. Make the hand movement, place your hand on your patient, 

and say “major heal”. Heals two health points. Once every two minutes.
• Pelor's sacrifice. Requires major hand movement, and you will die. You can bring one person to double their 

original health points and fill them with steely determination.



Fortin – Isaac

Shared Backstory
This issue has been a long time coming. Sir Lancelot du Lac is in love with Queen Guinevere, and she 

with him. However, she is queen. To have sex with the queen is not just adultery, it is treason of the highest 
order, for any children of the queen may be the king's, and heir to the throne... or maybe not.

The guilt had been eating them both for long periods of time. She finally rejected him and told the king, 
whom Lancelot is intensely loyal to, having been his friend, his man-at-arms, and companion on many, many 
adventures for years. Together they sought and found the Holy Grail. Together, they slew dragons. Together, 
they founded and sat at the round table, all the way to this point – with Lancelot's betrayal becoming known, 
the round table is shattered.

Lancelot banished himself before the king had a chance to, taking with him eight knights, including his 
cousin, Sir Bors, intending to leave the kingdom. King Arthur, mad with rage that his beloved wife had known 
another man, and believing she had been raped, pursued the man who had been his friend.

Along the way, some other worldly beings appeared. Some with King Arthur, some with Lancelot. Some
of these look like humans. Some have... pointed differences. Most of you do not know why they were suddenly 
transported here, or if they will ever return to their own world.

The former allies are encamped. The horses are weary and must rest for at least a day. The camps are not
close to each other, but not so far apart that the distance cannot be crossed. Tonight, all the outsiders, King 
Arthur, Guinever, Lancelot, and Sir Bors are all in the woods between the camps – maybe to scout. Maybe to 
meet and sort this out without bloodshed. Maybe to cause that bloodshed.

Personal backstory
You don't know why you're here, but you're sure there's gold. What else is a thief to do in a strange new 

place? Hide? Not for long!
You love to sneak about. You tend to pass unseen, so you do. You're pretty sure that means you know 

more about this terrain than anyone. There's a spring to the north-west, for instance, that is so pure that it will 
give an additional health point to anybody that drinks from it – but only once. And you learnt the hard way to 
keep away from the brambles in the south-east.

You like it here.
Not least because of Lancelot. He can tell tales like no other – from his stories, England is more 

dangerous than even Sardonia. Here's a man who could enter the Weird Wilderness and come out with his 
sword wet! But some of his stories aren't adventures. Some are romances – touched with immense sadness.

He loved this Guinevere, enough to go against his moral code for her. She loved him, enough to against 
hers. Should that not be enough? Why should this Arthur have her?

Why can't Lancelot win?
You are loyal to Lancelot from the very start. You don't know if you're ever going home – even if you 

find a way there. You haven't made up your mind yet. You might want to stay. To fight beside Lancelot. To win 
him his woman.

You have known Heel for a year, and are becoming fast friends. His thoughts are fantastically useful to 
you. You hope to have him with you in your quest.

Qualities
• You are elvenkind. As such, you are just straight up harder to kill. You have five health points.
• You are just so quiet. Nobody can hear you move.
• You carry a sword. 

Powers
• Stealth movement. This is almost teleportation, since you're so sneaky you can walk right past someone 

without them noticing – it's almost like you disappear here and reappear there, but you have to take the 
time to get there. 5/game you can go out of character (disappear) and reappear anywhere you like, so 
long as it's no more than ten seconds. You may not attack while out of character.

• Stealth attack. You sometimes use a slow-acting poison, but you have limited stock of needles. 2/game 
you can go up to somebody and hand them a poison needle. They lose health in one minute.



Torpor – Tim

Shared Backstory
This issue has been a long time coming. Sir Lancelot du Lac is in love with Queen Guinevere, and she 

with him. However, she is queen. To have sex with the queen is not just adultery, it is treason of the highest 
order, for any children of the queen may be the king's, and heir to the throne... or maybe not.

The guilt had been eating them both for long periods of time. She finally rejected him and told the king, 
whom Lancelot is intensely loyal to, having been his friend, his man-at-arms, and companion on many, many 
adventures for years. Together they sought and found the Holy Grail. Together, they slew dragons. Together, 
they founded and sat at the round table, all the way to this point – with Lancelot's betrayal becoming known, 
the round table is shattered.

Lancelot banished himself before the king had a chance to, taking with him eight knights, including his 
cousin, Sir Bors, intending to leave the kingdom. King Arthur, mad with rage that his beloved wife had known 
another man, and believing she had been raped, pursued the man who had been his friend.

Along the way, some other worldly beings appeared. Some with King Arthur, some with Lancelot. Some
of these look like humans. Some have... pointed differences. Most of you do not know why they were suddenly 
transported here, or if they will ever return to their own world.

The former allies are encamped. The horses are weary and must rest for at least a day. The camps are not
close to each other, but not so far apart that the distance cannot be crossed. Tonight, all the outsiders, King 
Arthur, Guinever, Lancelot, and Sir Bors are all in the woods between the camps – maybe to scout. Maybe to 
meet and sort this out without bloodshed. Maybe to cause that bloodshed.

Personal backstory
Once upon a time you were a great wizard's assistant. You learnt so much from him. You could never 

truly thank him for all he's done in helping you grow as a magic user. But the things you saw while you were 
learning... the things you did...

He was truly evil.
There was no way you could stay him, let alone become his replacement. He never died. You're not sure 

he could die. But when he retired, another stepped into his shoes. You left. You finally could.
But you were always looking over your shoulder. You left behind the strange little reverse tower in the 

middle of the weird wasteland, but you never left behind the wizard. And now that you're here, you know 
exactly why.

He's back. He only let you think you were free. He's brought you here, into a made-up world. He is 
testing you. You don't know what the rules of the game are. You don't know how to succeed. But you know that 
success is the only way to get back to reality. You need to get back home. So you need to figure out how to 
succeed. Then you need to succeed.

It's pretty certain. Someone has to die. And there are only two leaders to this, Lancelot, with whom 
you're currently allied, and King Arthur. One of them has to be victorious. And one of them has to die. Which is
meant to?

Qualities
• Insane. You actually are. It's PTSD. Obviously, you don't know that, but it's what you've got.
• Intelligent. Incredibly. Why would the wizard ruler of the world choose you to assist if you weren't?
• Elven. That gives you pointy ears, mild racism, and five health points.
• You use a sword to focus your magics, and also to fight as a last resort. You wear no armour.
• If you do wear armour, you begin to get a headache that gets gradually worse. Your spells will only 

work half the time, and only work half as well.

Powers
• Instant death. Requires channeling agent (sword or blessed staff). You point your sword or staff at 

anybody, shriek “Avada kedavra” and they will die. You will lose two health points, and your sword or 
blessed staff will become unusable. Once per game.

• Fire finger. One damage. Requires minor hand movement. Point (hand or sword) at your victim, make 
the hand movement, shout “one damage”. Once every fifteen seconds.

• Flame hand. Two damage. Requires major hand movement. Point (hand or sword) at your victim, make 
the hand movement, shout “two damage”. Once every two minutes.



Heel – Jack

Shared Backstory
This issue has been a long time coming. Sir Lancelot du Lac is in love with Queen Guinevere, and she 

with him. However, she is queen. To have sex with the queen is not just adultery, it is treason of the highest 
order, for any children of the queen may be the king's, and heir to the throne... or maybe not.

The guilt had been eating them both for long periods of time. She finally rejected him and told the king, 
whom Lancelot is intensely loyal to, having been his friend, his man-at-arms, and companion on many, many 
adventures for years. Together they sought and found the Holy Grail. Together, they slew dragons. Together, 
they founded and sat at the round table, all the way to this point – with Lancelot's betrayal becoming known, 
the round table is shattered.

Lancelot banished himself before the king had a chance to, taking with him eight knights, including his 
cousin, Sir Bors, intending to leave the kingdom. King Arthur, mad with rage that his beloved wife had known 
another man, and believing she had been raped, pursued the man who had been his friend.

Along the way, some other worldly beings appeared. Some with King Arthur, some with Lancelot. Some
of these look like humans. Some have... pointed differences. Most of you do not know why they were suddenly 
transported here, or if they will ever return to their own world.

The former allies are encamped. The horses are weary and must rest for at least a day. The camps are not
close to each other, but not so far apart that the distance cannot be crossed. Tonight, all the outsiders, King 
Arthur, Guinever, Lancelot, and Sir Bors are all in the woods between the camps – maybe to scout. Maybe to 
meet and sort this out without bloodshed. Maybe to cause that bloodshed.

Personal backstory
You are special. You know why there was a transportation. The only one. It was for you. You're here on 

a mission. Let's start at the beginning.
You're a chaos demon. You have been sent from an infernal dimension to first infiltrate Sardonia, which 

you did by befriending Fortin, and then England. You were given a human disguise and a human name, but you 
are not what you seem. So far, you've had very good luck with your disguise. And why are you here? You sow 
chaos. But you have a secondary mission. You need to find pretty women, and impregnate them. As many as 
you can. The demonspawn will grow and foment more chaos, paving the way for your evil goddess Lolth to 
take it over. That or take them to hell with you. You've done it a hundred times before.

But this may be the first time you've had doubts.
Guinevere suits the mold. You can make her fall in love with you. You can take her to hell, or you can 

impregnate her. But you've never been on the other end of that. You've never loved. You might now. You can't 
tell. 

You have to choose what to do. But hey, while you look at that mission, there's always chaos. People 
dying helps with that. But don't get caught. Because as a demon, you know... you know what a fate worse than 
death really is. Maybe finding somebody else's plan and disrupting it would be a good start.

Qualities
• Immune to fire, because you come from hell. This means only the instant death spell works on you.
• The more men die, the closer you get to achieving Lolth's goal.
• You can pray to Lolth to reopen the portal to Sardonia. But I recommend you only do it when she'll be 

happy with you.
• Physically, you are your human disguise. Although your soul can move incorporeally, you are, in 

essence, out of the fight after losing three health points.
• You carry a sword, and will fight with it if need be, but manipulation is just more devilish.

Powers
• Hypnotism. You can convince somebody to make a choice on which they are uncertain, but you cannot 

change a mind that has already been made up, or convince someone to do something they never would. 
3/game.

• Bark skin. You tap on somebody's shoulder. Or your own, make the minor hand movement, and say 
“bark skin”. This is equal to two armour points. Twice every twenty minutes.


